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Abstract
Lachlan observed that any nonzero d.c.e. degree bounds a nonzero c.e. degree. In this paper, we study the c.e. predecessors of
d.c.e. degrees, and prove that given a nonzero d.c.e. degree a, there is a c.e. degree b below a and a high d.c.e. degree d > b such
that b bounds all the c.e. degrees below d. This result gives a unified approach to some seemingly unrelated results. In particular, it
has the following two known theorems as corollaries: (1) there is a low c.e. degree isolating a high d.c.e. degree [S. Ishmukhametov,
G. Wu, Isolation and the high/low hierarchy, Arch. Math. Logic 41 (2002) 259–266]; (2) there is a high d.c.e. degree bounding
no minimal pairs [C.T. Chong, A. Li, Y. Yang, The existence of high nonbounding degrees in the difference hierarchy, Ann. Pure
Appl. Logic 138 (2006) 31–51].
c© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In contrast to the computably enumerable (c.e. for short) degrees, the structure of d.c.e. degrees is less well-
understood, partially due to the technical difficulties involved. However, the study of the d.c.e. degrees has been
closely connected with the c.e. degrees since the very beginning. One typical example is Lachlan’s observation, saying
that any nonzero d.c.e. degree bounds a nonzero c.e. degree. In this paper, we study the distribution of c.e. degrees in
the d.c.e. degrees, with high/low hierarchy considered.
Recall that a set A ⊆ ω is c.e. if there is a computable function f ( , ) such that for all x :
(1) f (x, 0) = 0;
(2) |{s : f (x, s) = f (x, s + 1)}| ≤ 1;
(3) A(x) = lims f (x, s).
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In other words, the computable approximation of A(x) can change its value at most once. A natural generalization of
this definition is to allow A(x) to have more than one change: A is called n-c.e. if it satisfies the same definition where
(2) is replaced by
(2′) |{s : f (x, s) = f (x, s + 1)}| ≤ n.
Obviously, 1-c.e. sets are just c.e. sets, and A is (n + 1)-c.e. if and only if A can be written as the difference set of a
c.e. set and an n-c.e. set. It is easy to prove that for any n ≥ 1, there are (n + 1)-c.e. sets not equal to n-c.e. set. Since
a 2-c.e. set can be written as the difference of two c.e. sets, 2-c.e. sets are also called d.c.e. sets.
A Turing degree is said to be n-c.e. if it contains an n-c.e. set. Let Dn be the class of n-c.e. degrees. According
to the convention, we write R for the class of c.e. degrees. In his thesis, Cooper proved the existence of proper
d.c.e. degrees (d.c.e. degrees, but containing no c.e. sets), and hence R is a proper subset of D2. Cooper’s argument
can be generalized to prove that for any n ≥ 1, there are proper (n + 1)-c.e. degrees. Thus
R ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dn ⊂ · · · .
This is called Ershov hierarchy (actually an initial segment of Ershov hierarchy). In this paper, we will study the
distribution of computably enumerable degrees in D2. Our result can be generalized to higher levels in the Ershov
hierarchy.
Given a d.c.e. set D, and {Ds : s ∈ ω} as an effective approximation of D, consider the set E = {〈x, s〉 : x ∈
Ds − D}. It is easy to see that E = {〈x, s〉 : ∃t > s(x ∈ Ds − Dt )} is c.e., Turing reducible to D and D is c.e. in
E ; furthermore, if D has proper d.c.e. degree, then E is not computable. This fact was noticed by Lachlan and has
several applications in the study of the d.c.e. degrees. For instance, we know that D2 is downwards dense (the Sacks
density or splitting theorem is needed to prove this) and that D2 is not complemented (due to Jockusch).
Earlier results about the d.c.e. degrees stress on the structural differences betweenD2 andR. Arslanov [1,2] proved
that even thoughD2 is not complemented, every nonzero d.c.e. degree is cuppable inD2; and Downey [8] proved that
the diamond lattice can be embedded intoD2 preserving 0 and 1. Both these two statements fail inR, by the existence
of noncuppable degrees and Lachlan’s nondiamond theorem. Perhaps the most striking difference betweenD2 andR
is the following nondensity result:
Theorem 1 (Nondensity Theorem for D2) (Cooper et al. [6]). There exists a maximal d.c.e. degree d < 0′.
In contrast to these differences, many recent papers pointed out that there are also some similarities between D2
andR. For instance, Cooper [5] proved that any low2 d.c.e. degree can be split above lesser ones.
After seeing Lachlan’s observation that every nonzero d.c.e. degree bounds a nonzero c.e. degree, we can ask
whether any nonzero d.c.e. degree bounds a greatest c.e. degree. In [7], Cooper and Yi pointed out that the answer is
“no”, where the notions of isolated/nonisolated degrees are introduced. A d.c.e. degree d is called isolated if d has a
greatest c.e. predecessor, and nonisolated otherwise.
In [12], by using Lachlan’s observation mentioned above, Wu gave an alternative proof of Downey’s diamond
theorem:
Theorem 2 (Wu [12]). There are c.e. degrees c, a and a d.c.e. degree d > a such that c cups d to 0′, caps a to 0, and
a bounds all the c.e. degrees below d. Thus {0, c, d, 0′} is a diamond embedding.
To see that {0, c, d, 0′} is a diamond embedding, we only need to argue that c caps d to 0. Suppose not. Let e be a
nonzero d.c.e. degree below c and d. By Lachlan’s observation, we can assume that e is c.e., and hence e is below a.
Since c caps a to 0, we know that e is zero. A contradiction. Therefore, c caps d to 0.
Combining with Harrington and Soare’s continuity property of cappable degrees, Wu’s result has an immediate
corollary that the nondistributive lattice N5 can be embedded into the d.c.e. degrees with 0 and 1 preserved.
Suppose that d is isolated by a, it is natural to guess that d and a would be quite “close”, because there are no
c.e. degrees between them. In [9,11], Ishmukhametov and Wu proved that it is not always the case when the gap is
measured by the jump classes.
Theorem 3 (Ishmukhametov and Wu [9]). There is a high d.c.e. degree d with all the c.e. predecessors bounded by a
low c.e. degree b < d.
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Recently, Chong et al. [3] studied the differences of jump classes inD2 andR and proved the following Theorem 4
(cf. Cooper proved in [4] that any high c.e. degree bounds a minimal pair). Their proof employs the idea that a
d.c.e. degree bounds a D2-minimal pair if and only if it bounds a R-minimal pair.
Theorem 4 (Chong et al. [3]). There exists a high d.c.e. degree bounding no minimal pairs.
In this paper, we will prove:
Theorem 5. Let a be any nonzero c.e. degree, then there are a c.e. degree b below a and a high d.c.e. degree d > b
such that b bounds the c.e. degrees below d.
Theorems 3 and 4 can be obtained from Theorem 5 very easily. Let a be any nonzero low nonbounding c.e. degree.
a exists by Lachlan’s nonbounding theorem, and the fact that the nonbounding degrees are downwards closed.
Obviously, b, d obtained from Theorem 5 are the degrees wanted in Theorem 3. To prove Theorem 4, since the
nonbounding degrees are downwards closed, b in Theorem 5 is also a nonbounding degree. If d in Theorem 5 bounds
a minimal pair in D2, then it also bounds a minimal pair in R. Since b is the greatest c.e. degree below d, this
c.e. minimal pair are also below b, contradicting the fact that b is nonbounding.
Actually, from Theorem 5, we can get a stronger result as follows.
Theorem 6. Let a be any nonzero d.c.e. degree, then there are a c.e. degree b below a and a high d.c.e. degree d > b
such that b bounds the c.e. degrees below d.
Proof. The proof is based on Theorem 5 and Lachlan’s observation that any nonzero d.c.e. degree bounds a nonzero
c.e. degree. Let c be any nonzero c.e. degree below a, and apply Theorem 5 to c to obtain a c.e. degree b below c
and a high d.c.e. degree d above b such that b bounds all the c.e. degrees below d. Obviously, b is also below a, and
Theorem 6 is proved. 
We comment here that the proof of Theorem 6 is nonuniform, due to the nonuniformity of Lachlan’s argument.
More precisely, if a itself is c.e., we can apply the Sacks density theorem to show the existence of c. If a is proper
d.c.e., let A be a d.c.e. set in a and {As}s∈ω be an effective approximation of A, then let c be the Turing degree of
the Lachlan set C = {〈x, s〉 : ∃t > s(x ∈ As/At )}. According to our previous discussion, c is c.e. and below a.
Furthermore, c is nonzero, as wanted, since a is c.e. in c, and a is a proper d.c.e. degree, as assumed.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we list the requirements necessary to prove Theorem 5. Also
in Section 2, we describe the basic strategies designed to satisfy all these requirements. In Section 3, we give the
construction and in Section 4, we verify that the constructed sets and functionals satisfy all the requirements.
Our terminology is quite standard; a reference is Soare [10].
2. Requirements and strategies
Fix a c.e. set A ∈ a. Without loss of generality, we assume that A is enumerated only at odd stages. Let {As : s ∈ ω}
be an effective enumeration of A. We will build a c.e. set B ≤T A, a d.c.e. set D, and a partial functional Λ in stages,
satisfying the following requirements:
G : B ≤T A. (2.1)
He : lim
x
ΛB⊕D(e, x) = Tot(e), (2.2)
Re : ΦB⊕De = We =⇒ ∃Γe(Γ Be = We), (2.3)
where Tot is the Π 02 -complete index set {e : ϕe total}, and {〈Φe, We〉 : e ∈ ω} is a standard effective enumeration of
all pairs 〈Φ, W 〉, Φ a partial computable functional, W a c.e. set.
AnH-strategy
The basic idea of the H-strategies is to approximate Tot via ΛB⊕D at the limit. We will ensure that for every e,
limx ΛB⊕D(e, x) exists and
ϕe total ⇐⇒ lim
x
ΛB⊕D(e, x) = 1.
By Shoenfield’s Limit Lemma, ∅′′ ≤T Tot ≤T (B ⊕ D)′, and so B ⊕ D is high.
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Our construction will proceed on a finitely branching tree T . G is a global requirement, and G will not be put on
the tree. Let [T ] be the set of infinite paths through T . Fix e. The construction of T ensures that on each path f ∈ [T ],
there is a uniqueHe-strategy, and all theHe-strategies on T are on the 2e+1 level. Thus we can label allHe-strategies
effectively in lexicographical order, and use k(α) to denote that α is the k(α)-th one in this order. All theHe-strategies
work jointly to define ΛB⊕D(e, ).
Fix α as anHe-strategy. Let sα be the last stage at which α is initialized so far. α only concerns with the definition
of ΛB⊕D(e, x) for x > sα . If α is on the true path, then we will ensure that for all x > sα , ΛB⊕D(e, x) is defined and
equals to Tot(e). At stage s, define
(α, s) = max{x < s : ϕe(y)[s] ↓ for all y < x},
m(α, s) = max{0, (α, t) : t < s and t is an α-stage}.
We say that s is α-expansionary if (α, s) > m(α, s).
For x with sα < x < (α, s), if ΛB⊕D(e, x) is not defined, then enumerate 〈e, k(α), x〉 into D and define
ΛB⊕D(e, x) = 1 with use of 〈e, k(α), x〉. If ΛB⊕D(e, x) ↓ is defined by some α′ >L α, then enumerate 〈e, k(α), x〉
into D. Since k(α) < k(α′), we can redefine ΛB⊕D(e, x) = 1 with (new but smaller) use of 〈e, k(α), x〉.
For x with (α, s) ≤ x < s, if ΛB⊕D(e, x) is defined, then the value of ΛB⊕D(e, x) equals 0. If ΛB⊕D(e, x) is not
defined yet, then define ΛB⊕D(e, x) = 0 with use of λ(e, x) = 〈e, k(α), x〉. Note that we reserve numbers 〈e, j, x〉,
j ≤ k(α) for redefining ΛB⊕D(e, x) (as 1) in the future. Since all theHe-strategies on the right of α are initialized at
stage s, they will not (re)define ΛB⊕D(e, x) afterwards. This makes ΛB⊕D(e, x) well-defined.
Now consider the case when there is some y ≤ x such that ϕe(y) ↑, then ΛB⊕D(e, x) will be defined as 0 first, and
noHe-strategy can redefine it as 1 later. Thus, for all n ≥ x , ΛB⊕D(e, n) is defined as 0, limx ΛB⊕D(e, x) = 0.
If ϕe is total, let α be the He-strategy on the true path. We will ensure that for all x > sα , ΛB⊕D(e, x) is defined
as 1. If ΛB⊕D(e, x) is defined as 1 with use of 〈e, k(α), x〉 ∈ D, then we are done. Suppose ΛB⊕D(e, x) is defined
as 0 first with use of 〈e, k(α′), x〉, then α <L α′, k(α) < k(α′), and by enumerating number 〈e, k(α), x〉 into D, we
will redefine ΛB⊕D(e, x) as 1 later. By the choice of sα , 〈e, k(α), x〉 remains in D, and so the future removal action
executed by R-strategies with lower priority will not change ΛB⊕D(e, x) back to 0. Hence, limx ΛB⊕D(e, x) exists
and equals 1.
α has two outcomes, 0 <L 1, where 0, 1 denote the cases of whether or not there are infinitely many α-
expansionary stages. In the case that α has outcome 0, α will enumerate a computable set of numbers into D, and
hence, for anyR-strategy β ⊇ α̂ 〈0〉, β-computations are chosen to be β-correct, in the following sense:
Definition 1. Suppose that β is anR-strategy, and αi , i ≤ j , areH-strategies with α0̂ 〈0〉 ⊂ α1̂ 〈0〉 ⊂ · · · ⊂ α ĵ 〈0〉 ⊂
β. We say that a computation ΦB⊕De(β) (y) is β-correct at stage s if for each i ≤ j , 〈e, k(αi ), x〉, is less than ϕe(β)(y)[s],
where x > sαi , and sαi is the last stage at which αi is initialized, then 〈e, k(αi ), x〉 is in Ds .
In the construction, β only uses β-correct computations.
AnR-strategy
AnR-strategy, β, works in a standard way of isolating B ⊕ D from B . Define
(β, s) = max{x < s : (∀y < x)(ΦB⊕De(β) (y)[s] is β-correct, and ΦB⊕De(β) (y)[s] = We(β),s(y))},
m(β, s) = max{0, (β, t) : t < s and t is a β-stage}.
Say that a stage s is β-expansionary, if s = 0 or (β, s) > m(β, s). At a β-expansionary stage s, for any y < (β, s),
if Γ Bβ (y)[s] is not defined, define Γ Bβ (y) = We(β),s(y) with γβ,s+1(y) = s.
Suppose that γβ(y) is defined at stage s+1. During the construction, numbers enumerated into D, z say, may injure
the current computation ofΦB⊕De(β) (x), and may lift the use ϕe(β)(x), but with Γ Bβ (x) unchanged. This provides chances
for We(β) to change at x , and makes Γ Bβ incorrect at x . Suppose that x enters We(β) at stage s′. Since Φ
B⊕D
e(β) (x) was
β-correct at stage s, numbers enumerated after stage s by H-strategies with higher priority are bigger than the use
ϕe(β)(x)[s], and so numbers destroying this computation are enumerated by H-strategies below β. Now we take all
these numbers out of D, and thus recover the computationΦB⊕De(β) (x) to Φ
B⊕D
e(β) (x)[s]. This action creates an inequality
betweenΦB⊕De(β) and We(β) at x . By preserving this inequality, due to the fact that We(β) is c.e., x remains in We(β), and
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henceRe(β) is satisfied vacuously. We refer to this strategy as disagreement argument. On the other hand, if ΦB⊕De(β) is
total and ΦB⊕De(β) = We(β), then we will ensure that Γ Bβ is total and computes We(β) correctly.
β has three outcomes, 0 <L d <L 1, where d denotes the fact that the disagreement argument succeeds, and 0 and
1 for the cases of whether there are infinitely many β-expansionary stages or not.
Now consider those β ′ above β with β ′ 〈̂0〉 ⊆ β. Suppose that z enters D before Γ B
β ′(y) is defined, then as
indicated above, γβ ′(y) is defined bigger than s. Since β’s disagreement argument takes numbers z out, ΦB⊕De(β ′) (y)
may be destroyed, and it might be possible that before the next β ′-expansionary stage, y enters We(β ′), and so Γ Bβ ′
becomes incorrect at y. To avoid this, whenever aR-strategy β executes its disagreement argument at stage s, we put
s into B to undefine Γ B
β ′(y), those defined after stage s. Such an enumeration causes no problem to β, because s is
bigger than ϕe(β)(x)[s]. As to β ′, at the next β ′-expansionary stage, s′ say, Γ Bβ ′ (y) is redefined with use of s′. Without
loss of generality, suppose that Bs ′  (ϕe(β ′)(x)[s′]) = B  (ϕe(β ′)(x)[s′]), then Γ Bβ ′(y)[s′] can only be undefined
by those R-strategies between β and β ′. Therefore, this process can iterate at most finitely often, and Γ B
β ′(y) will be
defined eventually.
Remember that G requests that the constructed c.e. set B be Turing reducible to A. We will satisfy G by a direct
permission. As we assumed before, at each odd stage, exactly one number is enumerated into A. Suppose that a R-
strategy β wants to execute a disagreement argument at stage t1, by taking numbers out of D, and at the same time,
put a number s1 into B . Then instead of executing the disagreement argument immediately, β defines fβ up to s1 in
the way that for any n < s1, if fβ(n) is not defined, then define it as At1(n), and then wait for A to change below s1.
At the same time, β initializes all the strategies with lower priority, and runs its strategy anew by redefining all the
parameters involved (including Λβ ), except fβ . We say that β requires permission below s1 from stage t1, and that
β is reset at stage t1. Note that by initializing all strategies with lower priority, we ensure that no strategy with lower
priority can change B  t1 or D  t1 afterwards, and hence whenever A permits below s1 (i.e. A changes below s1), we
can execute the disagreement argument as described above, and β is satisfied forever. If so, then β will never require
permission (or will never be reset) afterwards.
We claim now that in the construction, β requires permission at most finitely often. Suppose not. Let ti , i ≥ 1, be
the stages at which β requires permission below si . Then
s1 < t1 < s2 < t2 < · · · < sn < tn < · · · ,
and at each stage ti , fβ is defined up to si with fβ(m) = Ati (m) for m < si . Obviously, A will not change below
si after stage ti , because otherwise, β will get an A permission below si to execute the disagreement argument, and
β is satisfied, contradicting our assumption. Thus, for any i ≥ 1, and any m < si , A(m) = fβ(m) = Ati (m), A is
computable. Another contradiction. Therefore, β requires permission only finitely often.
Now we show that β is satisfied. Let ti be the last stage at which β requires permission below si . Note that at stage
ti , β is reset and restarts its strategy. Without loss of generality, suppose that A will not change below si after stage ti ,
and that there are infinitely many β-expansionary stages. Then by the choice of ti , at every β-expansionary stage s,
Γ Bβ agrees with Wβ , and furthermore, if Φ
B⊕D
β is total, then Γ
B
β will be totally defined. β is satisfied.
3. Construction
First we define the priority tree, T , on which the construction will proceed. First, we assign priority to the
requirements as follows:
G < R0 < H0 < R1 < H1 < R2 < · · · < Rn < Hn < · · ·
where for any X ,Y , if X < Y , then X has higher priority than Y .
The priority tree T is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Construction of T ). Given ξ ∈ T ,
(1) If |ξ | = 2e is even, then ξ is anR-strategy, and ξ has three outcomes 0 <L d <L 1.
(2) If |ξ | = 2e + 1 is odd, then ξ is anH-strategy, and ξ has two outcomes 0 <L 1.
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G is a global requirement and we do not put it on T . Say that ξ1 has priority higher than ξ2 if ξ1 is an initial segment
of ξ2 or ξ1 is to the left of ξ2. In the following, for a node, α (or β) say, we refer to e(α) (or e(β) respectively) as
the index of the H-strategy (or the R-strategy) to which α (or β) is devoted. In the construction, we say that a R-
strategy β acts at stage s if β requires an A-permission (β is reset) or executes a disagreement argument at this stage.
H-strategies do not act during the construction, even though they may enumerate infinitely many numbers into D.
Construction
Stage 0: Initialize all nodes first. Let B = D = ∅, and ΛB⊕D be totally undefined.
Stage s + 1:
• s is odd.
Step 1. Define a partial function δs of length ≤ s by substages. s is a ξ -stage (or ξ is visited at stage s) if ξ ⊆ δs .
Substage t . Given ξ = δs  t . Initialize all nodes >L ξ . If t = s + 1, then go to step 2. Otherwise, let sξ be the largest
stage < s at which ξ is initialized, and determine ξ ’s outcome δs(t) as follows:
Case 1. ξ = α is a H-strategy.
1. If s is α-expansionary and (α, s) > sα , then define δs(t) = 0.
2. Otherwise, define δs(t) = 1.
Case 2. ξ = β is a R-strategy.
1. If β has executed the disagreement argument after stage sβ , then define δs(t) = d .
2. If s is β-expansionary, and Γ Bβ is correct, that is, for all z in the domain of Γ Bβ , Γ Bβ (z) = Wβ,s(z), then define
δs(t) = 0.
3. If s is β-expansionary, and there is some y with Γ Bβ (y)[s] ↓= We(β),s(y). Let y be the least such number, and s0
be the stage at which Γ Bβ (y)[s] was defined. For z < s0 with fβ(z) undefined, define fβ(z) = As+1(z). Declare
that β requires A-permission below s0. Define δs = β, and reset β. Go to step 2.
Step 2. For thoseH-strategies α ⊆ δs such that s is α-expansionary,
1. If x < m(α, s), then do nothing.
2. If m(α, s) ≤ x < (α, s), ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) ↓ with use of 〈e(α), k(α), x〉 ∈ D, then do nothing.
3. If m(α, s) ≤ x < (α, s), ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) ↑, then put 〈e(α), k(α), x〉 into D and define ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) = 1 with
use of 〈e(α), k(α), x〉.
4. If m(α, s) ≤ x < (α, s), ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) ↓ with use of 〈e(α), k(α′), x〉, where ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) is defined by
α′ >L α, then enumerate 〈e(α), k(α), x〉 into D and redefine ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) as 1 with use of 〈e(α), k(α), x〉.
5. If (α, s) ≤ x < s and ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) ↓, then keep ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) as 0 with the use unchanged.
6. If (α, s) ≤ x < s and ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) ↑, define ΛB⊕D(e(α), x) as 0 with use of 〈e(α), k(α), x〉.
In any case, go to step 3.
Step 3. For thoseR-strategies, β say, with β 〈̂0〉 ⊆ δs , if y < (β, s), and Γ Bβ,s(y) ↑, define Γ Bβ,s+1(y) = We(β),s(y)
with use of γβ,s+1(y) = s + 1. Go to the next stage.
• s is even.
Suppose that s = 2n, and let an be the least number enumerated into A at stage s + 1. (Remember that we assume
that A is enumerated at odd stages.) Check whether an is less than some number m at which aR-strategy β is waiting
for an A-permission. If not, then define δs = δs−1 and go to the next stage. Otherwise, choose β as the one with the
highest priority waiting for an A-permission and execute the disagreement argument as follows:
1. Remove all the numbers associated with lower priority strategies enumerated into D after stage m;
2. Enumerate m into B and declare those Γ B( ) defined after stage m undefined;
3. Define δs = β, initialize all strategies with priority lower than β, and go to the next stage.
This completes the construction of B , D, 
 and Γ B .
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4. Verification
Let T P = lim infs δs . We call T P the true path of the construction. In the following, under the assumption that A
is not computable, we will show that T P is infinite.
Lemma 1. For any node ξ on T P,
(1) ξ is initialized only finitely often;
(2) ξ will be visited infinitely often;
(3) if ξ is anR-strategy then ξ can act (that is, execute a disagreement argument or be reset) only finitely often.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction.
For the root node ∅, it can only be initialized at stage 0, and is visited at each stage. (1) and (2) hold.
By the construction of T , ∅ is aR0-strategy. For (3), for a contradiction, assume that ∅ acts infinitely often. Then ∅
will not execute the disagreement argument in the whole construction, and ∅ is reset infinitely often. As a consequence,
f∅ is defined as a total function. Now f∅ computes A correctly since otherwise, ∅ will get an A-permission to execute
a disagreement argument, and ∅ will never act during the remainder of the construction, contradicting our assumption.
Thus, f∅ computes A correctly, and hence A is computable. Another contradiction. Therefore, either ∅ executes a
disagreement argument eventually, or ∅ will not be reset anymore after a big enough stage. In each case, (3) holds.
Now suppose that the lemma holds for all ξ ′ ⊂ ξ . Let ξ− be the longest ξ ′ ⊂ ξ , and s0 be the least stage after
which no ξ ′ ⊂ ξ can be initialized. By the induction hypothesis, s0 exists. Since ξ is on T P , we can assume that after
stage s1 ≥ s0, no strategies on the left of ξ can be visited later.
Case 1. ξ− = α is anH-strategy.
By the choice of s0 and s1, and the fact that an H-strategy never initializes other nodes, (1) holds. (2) also holds
because ξ is on T P , and α does no initialization during the construction.
By the definition of T , ξ is a R-strategy. By the same argument given above for ∅, we can prove that either ξ
cannot be reset anymore after a big enough stage, or ξ will eventually get an A-permission, at stage s say, to execute
a disagreement argument, making We(ξ) = ΦB⊕De(ξ) at some y. If the latter case is true, then since the computation
ΦB⊕De(ξ) (y) is chosen as ξ -correct, this computation will be preserved forever, and hence
We(ξ)(y) = 1 = 0 = ΦB⊕De(ξ) (y).
Thus, no stage after s can be ξ -expansionary, and ξ will not act anymore after s. (3) holds for ξ . If the former case is
true, then ξ will not act anymore after this big stage. Again, (3) holds.
Case 2. ξ− = β is aR-strategy.
β has three possible outcomes, 0, d, 1. LetO be the correct outcome of β. That is, ξ = β 〈̂O〉.
The case forO = 1 is trivial.
If O = d , suppose that β executes the disagreement argument at stage s2 > s1 say. By the choice of s0, no higher
priority strategy can initialize β after stage s2, and so β is satisfied via this inequality, and never acts afterwards. (1)
holds. Note that after stage s2, ξ = β 〈̂d〉 will be visited at any β-stage. (2) holds.
For the case when O = 0, for a contradiction, assume that β acts infinitely often. Then there are infinitely many
β-expansionary stages, and β does not execute the disagreement argument after s1. From the construction, we know
that fβ is defined infinitely often (since in this case, whenever β acts, the definition of fβ is extended), and computes
A correctly. As a consequence, A is computable. A contradiction. Therefore, β acts only finitely often, (1) holds for ξ .
By the fact that ξ is on T P , there are infinitely β-expansionary stages, ξ is visited at any β-expansionary stage
after stage s1. (2) holds.
Now by the definition of T , ξ is an H-strategy. Since H-strategies do not act during the whole construction, (3) is
true for ξ . 
The next lemma follows from Lemma 1 (under the assumption that A is incomputable) immediately.
Lemma 2. For any ξ on T P, there is an outcomeO of ξ such that ξ 〈̂O〉 is on T P. Therefore, |T P| = ∞. 
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Now we prove that all requirements are satisfied.
Lemma 3. For all e, limx ΛB⊕D(e, x) = Tot(e).
Proof. Fix e. Let α be the He-strategy on the true path, and also let sα be the last stage at which α is initialized. By
Lemma 1, sα exists.
First, suppose that Tot(e) = 0, then ϕe is not total. Let s1 ≥ sα be the largest α-expansionary stage. Then, after s1,
whenever α is visited, α̂ 〈1〉 is also visited, and hence α̂ 〈1〉 ⊆ T P . Note that for any s > s1 and for anyHe-strategies
α′ ≥ α, (α′, s) < s1, because otherwise, α would observe such expansions later at α-stages, contradicting the choice
of s1. Therefore, for any x > (α, s1), once ΛB⊕D(e, x) is defined as 0, it will not be redefined as 1 later.
Now suppose that Tot(e) = 1, then ϕe is total, and consequently, there are infinitely many α-expansionary stages.
By the fact that any α-expansionary stage is a α̂ 〈0〉-stage, α̂ 〈0〉 is on T P .
Fix x > sα . Then 〈e, k(α), x〉 is put into D only after stage sα . Let s > sα be the least α-expansionary stage
with (α, s) > x . It is possible that some He-strategy α′ on the right of α has already redefined ΛB⊕D(e, x) as 1 by
enumerating 〈e, k(α′), x〉 into D before. However, there is no guarantee that this number can be kept in D forever.
Suppose that 〈e, k(α′), x〉 is taken out later (in this case, α′ is initialized by some R-strategy β with β 〈̂0〉 ⊆ α′).
This action may recover ΛB⊕D(e, x) back to 0 automatically, since B and D recovers on the corresponding use. This
is the reason why α does not believe α′. By the construction, at stage s, 〈e, k(α), x〉 is put into D, and hence we can
keep on defining ΛB⊕D(e, x) as 1 but with use of 〈e, k(α), x〉. By the choice of sα , 〈e, k(α), x〉 remains in D, and no
otherH-strategies can change this use, so ΛB⊕D(e, x) = 1 is well-defined. In this sense, α is the uniqueHe-strategy
ensuring the satisfaction of the He-requirement. 
Immediately, we have:
Lemma 4. Tot ≤T (B ⊕ D)′, and hence B ⊕ D is high.
Lemma 5. If β is anR-strategy on T P, then
(1) If β 〈̂1〉 ⊆ T P or β 〈̂d〉 ⊆ T P, then ΦB⊕De(β) = We(β).
(2) If β 〈̂0〉 ⊆ T P, and ΦB⊕De(β) is total, then Γ Bβ is total, and Γ Bβ = We(β).
Proof. Recall that sβ is the last stage at which β is initialized.
(1) If β 〈̂1〉 ⊆ T P , then there are only finitely many β-expansionary stages, ΦB⊕De(β) = We(β). As we can see, after
sβ , β never executes the disagreement argument, because otherwise, d would be the correct outcome.
If β 〈̂d〉 ⊆ T P , then β is satisfied by a disagreement argument, at stage s > sβ at y say. Let Γ Bβ (y) be defined at
stage s1. Then sβ < s1 < s and at stage s, A gives a permission (below s1 of course) to β to execute the disagreement
argument. We show that the computation ΦB⊕De(β) (y) is recovered to the one at stage s1. That is,
Bs  (ϕe(β)(y)[s1]) = Bs1  (ϕe(β)(y)[s1]);
Ds  (ϕe(β)(y)[s1]) = Ds1  (ϕe(β)(y)[s1]).
Since ΦB⊕De(β) (y) is β-correct at stage s1, taking numbers out of D ensures that the D-part of the computation is
recovered to that at stage s1. As to the B-part, since Γ Bβ (y) remains defined at the end of stage s − 1, we have that
Bs−1  (ϕe(β)(y)[s1]) = Bs1  (ϕe(β)(y)[s1]).
Also note that only s1 enters B at stage s, by s1 > ϕe(β)(y)[s1], the B-part is the same as the one of stage s1. Therefore,
ΦB⊕D
e(β)
(y)[s] = ΦB⊕D
e(β)
(y)[s1] = We(β),s1(y) = 0 = 1 = We(β),s(y).
Since all the strategies with lower priority are initialized at stage s, and the computation ΦB⊕De(β) (y)[s1] is β-correct,
ΦB⊕De(β) (y) = ΦB⊕De(β) (y)[s] = 0 = 1 = We(β)(y).
(2) Assume that β 〈̂0〉 ⊆ T P and that ΦB⊕D
e(β)
is total, then there are infinitely many β-expansionary stages. We first
show that β can be reset at most finitely often and then prove that Γ Bβ is totally defined and computes We(β) correctly.
Suppose that β is reset infinitely many times in the construction. That is, infinitely often, β observes that Γ Bβ (the
current version, of course) does not compute We(β) correctly, and declares that β requires an A-permission to execute
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the disagreement argument. Thus, fβ is totally defined and computes A correctly, and hence A is computable. A
contradiction.
Now assume that β cannot be reset after stage s0 > sβ . Then Γ Bβ cannot be cancelled after s0. Fix x , and suppose
that Γ Bβ  x has already settled down by stage s1 > s0. Then Γ Bβ  x computes We(β)  x correctly, because otherwise,
β would be reset once more, which is impossible by the choice of s0. Find the least stage s ≥ s0 such that s is
β-expansionary, Γ Bβ (x)[s] is defined, and
Bs  (ϕe(β)(x)[s]) = B  (ϕe(β)(x)[s]); Ds  (ϕe(β)(x)[s]) = D  (ϕe(β)(x)[s]).
s exists since ΦB⊕De(β) is assumed to be total. Then Γ
B
β (x) can only be undefined later by some β ′ ⊃ β 〈̂0〉, at stage s′
say. By the choice of s, at the next β-expansionary stage, Γ Bβ (x) is redefined with use of bigger, and now only the R
strategies between β and β ′ can undefine Γ Bβ (x). Since there are only finitely many such strategies between β and β ′,
each of which acts only finitely often, Γ Bβ (x) can be undefined in this way at most finitely often, and will be defined
eventually. By induction, Γ Bβ is totally defined.
We now prove that Γ Bβ (x) computes We(β)(x) correctly. The discussion above shows that there is a least stage s1
such that lims γβ(x)[s] = γβ(x)[s1]. Then,
B  (ϕe(β)(x)[s1]) = Bs1  (ϕe(β)(x)[s1]).
Let s2 ≥ s1 be the stage such that ΦB⊕De(β) (x)[s2] is the final computation of ΦB⊕De(β) (x). s2 exists by the totality of
ΦB⊕De(β) . We argue that
ΦB⊕De(β) (x)[s2] = ΦB⊕De(β) (x)[s1], (∗)
even though the uses might be different. Suppose that (∗) fails, by the choice of s2, we have that x enters We(β)
between s1 and s2. Then, at the next β-expansionary stage, β would be reset. This contradicts our choice of s0. 
Lemma 6. B ≤T A.
Proof. By the construction, whenever a number n is enumerated into B at some stage, some number less than n also
enters A at the same stage. So to determine whether n is in B or not, find (recursive in A) the least stage s such that
As  n = A  n, and then
n ∈ B ⇐⇒ n ∈ Bs .
B is Turing reducible to A. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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